Dynamic, high-tech firm in growth mode looking to fill full-time position for Engineering Technician reporting to the senior design engineer. Performs standardized assignments involving a sequence of related operations, having substantial variety and complexity, using knowledge of processes, technologies, designs and components for new product launch. This position has a clear pathway to advancement and promotion.

This position will support engineering, quality and manufacturing to effectively translate new product requirements and processes to the manufacturing floor. This position is also responsible for identifying, developing and delivering improvement solutions for existing product while maintaining or improving quality standards. This is an exciting hands-on position.

Duties and Responsibilities

· Create customer drawings, specifications and requirements under the guidance of the design engineer

· Providing basic engineering drawings to define parts for fabrication by self or others

· Part of the design review team to work with process engineering to develop processes for prototypes and further scale it to production requirements

· Collecting data from prototype and production parts to improve the performance of new and existing products

· Complete engineering changes per the requirements from design/production/quality teams

· Create test procedures with process, SI and quality teams as required in new and existing products.

· Design and create tooling as necessary.

· Training of manufacturing personnel to the newly created manufacturing and test methods.

· Responsible for quality responses to customers in working with process and quality teams

Requirements

· Minimum of Associates degree from a 2 year college or technical school

· Minimum of 2 years’ experience in machining, fabrication and/or assembly technologies
· Experience with SOLIDWORKS® or AUTO-CAD®
· Machine programming a plus
· Proficient in MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook)
· Excellent communication skills (both written and oral) and the ability to interact with all company functions including Engineering, Quality and Production
· Self-motivated, innovative, creative, and resourceful

- While performing the duties of this job, the Associate is regularly required to use hands to finger, handle, or feel objects, tools, or controls and talk or hear. The Associate frequently is required to stand, walk, sit, reach with hands and arms, and taste or smell. The Associate is occasionally required to climb or balance and stoop, kneel, crouch, or crawl. The Associate must occasionally lift and/or move up to 40 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, color vision, depth perception, and the ability to adjust focus.

Job Type: Full-time

- Full Benefits including 401K. Salary commensurate with experience

- COVID-19 considerations:
Please refer to MERITEC.com for Covid-19 Protocols. Meritec is considered an essential provider to Mil/Aero and Medical Industries; et al. We have exceeded state and governmental guidelines in ensuring the health and safety of our Work Family

Please forward resume to HR@MERITEC.com

Follow links for more information about Meritec:


https://www.dropbox.com/sh/on1x0jss4oo7wrn/AAABvACj2Vfig4jceAOqyj1a?dl=0 – to learn more about Meritec’s Products

https://www.dropbox.com/s/o2js5dzzr63hw7q/meritec-intro-virtual-audio-tour.mp4?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/s/jlbjs5qfc9tb06y/50th-anniversary-meritec-innovation-timeline_r6_1080p.mp4?dl=0
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